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Summary

Although the possibility of any universal value is widely denied by contemporary philosophers, one meta-theory of value stands out as a perennial answer to the question of good and evil - happiness is good and pain is bad. This essay decodes the fatal errors of this enduring idea in world philosophy, and spells out the unrecognized principles of
good pain and suffering which have been differently overlooked by Buddhist, Utilitarian, Market and Nietzschean theories. These criteria of good and evil suffering are then shown to be the underlying core of moral reason and social justice.

2.1. Happiness without Pain: The Eternal Idea across Cultures

The most ancient and enduring idea of the Good across civilizations is being happy and free from pain. This principle seems to express the desire of all sentient being, and it is first given formal recognition and argument in the Four Noble Truths of Shakyamuni Buddha (c.563BCE -483BCE) over 2500 years ago. These Four Noble Truths - of suffering, the cause of suffering, the negation of this cause, and the path to achieve happiness by a Middle Way - constitute the inner logic of Hindu philosophy out of which Buddhism grows as a reform movement repudiating caste, sacrifice of animals, and belief in a supernatural God. Notwithstanding these differences, the shared ultimate goal is emancipation from the pain and suffering of embodied life.

More generally, the elimination of pain and suffering is axiologically presupposed as good across Eastern and Western philosophies. One great difference distinguishes them. The Eastern philosophies focus on an inner or spiritual path to happiness (with notable exceptions like the materialist Carvaka); while non-religious Western philosophies focus on an outer and secular path - in particular, market utility gain by perpetual technological improvements and increased consumer pleasures.

2.1.1. The Market Utility Calculus

In recent decades, the global market has been the dominant mode of achieving happiness without pain. However misled its goal and method, its “marginal utility calculus” is only the received economic version of a more thoughtful and general moral theory called “Utilitarianism”, whose modern form originates with Jeremy Bentham (1748-1832) and John Stuart Mill (1806-73).

The most advanced philosophical statement of this theory is provided by Mill in his work, On Utilitarianism, where he famously asserts: “The Greatest Happiness Principle holds that actions are right in proportion as they tend to promote happiness, wrong as they tend to produce pain.” (p. 7). He derives the general idea his theory from Bentham who first originates the concept of the original “utilitarian calculus”. It presumes to count pleasures and debit pains, but founders as a coherent moral calculus because it has no common unit of measure across individual experiences and pain-pleasure types.

The market-capitalist marginal utility theory, however, becomes the ruling answer to this problem from the end of the nineteenth century on. The money price people are willing to pay provides the missing common unit of measure. The nature of “the money sequence of value” in which this metric is embedded has already been critiqued in the first Chapter of this Theme Essay, The Global Crisis of Values. Now we turn our attention to the much wider and unexamined first major premise of value across the ages - that pain is bad.
2.1.2. Elimination of Pain: A Common Ground of Spiritual and Materialist Value Systems

A striking and fundamental difference between Eastern and Western philosophy in general is that Hindu, Buddhist, Confucian and Taoist philosophies variously proposes negation of desire to achieve happiness, while the dominant tendency of Western philosophy - ancient hedonism and modern utilitarianism in particular - propose the opposite path of fulfillment of desire to achieve happiness. Yet a deeper common ground and major premise of these otherwise opposing doctrines is not analyzed - to be rid of pain and suffering as such.

This great via negativa of human philosophy and common sense is so widely supposed as a natural common ground for all sentient beings that almost no school of thought ever challenges the ultimate assumption. Sometimes, as in the contemporary utilitarian philosophy of Peter Singer (1946 - ), elimination of pain becomes the all-important focus in the human treatment of animals - a view whose onto-ethical paradox is defined in the Bibliography.

The consensual first principle across all versions of this general philosophy of life, however, is constant - that extinguishing pain is always desirable.

2.2. Moral and Non-Moral Values

At the most general level, the value objective to maximize happiness/minimize pain is simply taken for granted across moral and non-moral theories. What is the difference? While moral values imply an obligation to act or refrain from acting in certain ways, there are many values which do not tell us how to act at all, such as aesthetic values (for example, the sublime experience of a wilderness sunset, or Michelangelo’s Sistine chapel ceiling in the Vatican). So we straightway confront a meta-issue in the pro-happiness/anti-pain idea as a universal theory of value.

2.2.1. The Defining Principles of Moral Doctrines

The same issue, however, applies as much to utilitarianism’s main rivals - deontological or duty ethics, emotivism, contractarianism, self-realizationist and virtue ethics, and religious morality. Since morality is by its nature restricted to values which enjoin obligations, values which entail no obligation in themselves - like aesthetic value - fall outside the moral realm of value. Accordingly, a moral principle, even if true, cannot as such satisfy the quest for a universal theory of value with no limit of validity. One’s duty as a utilitarian, for example, is to promote the general happiness (a consequentialist ethic); as a Kantian to will the maxim of one’s action as a universal law (a deontological ethic); as a Marxist to promote the collective interests of the producing class (a self-realizationist ethic); and as a Mohammedan to submit to the established rules of Islam as the will of Allah (a religious ethic).

Yet however important these values are to their adherents, they cannot extend to values whose nature falls outside the reach of principles telling us how we ought to live. It is in this way that we come to understand how much more demanding a general theory of
value is. It must be more encompassing than even a universal morality - and even it is now widely thought to be unattainable.

2.3. Aesthetic Value versus Moral Value

Thinkers as polar opposite as Oscar Wilde (1854-1900) and Immanuel Kant (1724-1804), for example, consider the value of art as a freedom from the demands of any moral requirement. For Wilde and others, “art is for art’s sake”. For Kant, art expresses “a free play of the imagination”. For both, art is intrinsic value released from any function.

Although Kant and Wilde could hardly be more opposed in their philosophies, they agree as most theorists do that aesthetic value is wholly value in-itself. That is what makes it art, it is supposed, rather than craft, or advertisement, or ideology.

2.3.1. Distinguishing the Beautiful from the Moral

Consider in support of this position, for instance, the purely aesthetic value of hearing a movement of a Beethoven symphony, or seeing snow and ice on trees, or a Quetzal plumage in the forest. These values do not serve a function beyond themselves, and they do not tell one how to act. They are not good because they conform one’s will to one’s duty (deontological ethics) or produce happy consequences (utilitarianism or consequentialism). Their value as aesthetic experiences is to transport us to a realm beyond the obligatory or the functional - beauty and the sublime as an end in itself.

2.3.2. Towards a Synthesis of the Moral and the Aesthetic

Insofar as utilitarianism or Buddhism is a moral theory, then, it does what all moral theories do explicitly or implicitly: it prescribes forms of intention/action, and punishment or guilt for failure to comply.

That is why Mill writes in On Utilitarianism: “We do not call anything moral unless we mean to imply that a person ought to be punished in some or other way for doing it - - - by law, by opinion of his fellow creatures - - [or] by the reproaches of his own conscience” ( p. 246). It seems odd to say one ought to have conscience pangs or be punished for bad taste, and that is why taste or aesthetic value is different from moral value. Mill’s criterion of the moral reveals the moral-aesthetic distinction well.

Therefore, the argument concludes, no maximize-happiness-and-reduce-pain moral theory, or any other moral theory, can be adequate as a general theory of the good. It is too narrow by all non-moral value it excludes. This is a feature of moral theories in the strict sense which has led many contemporaries to reject moral doctrines per se - as surrealist, relativist and postmodern movements have in fact done.

Conversely, aesthetic value does not cover moral value either. They are distinct realms of value, or so it is supposed. What has been long missing is a principle of synthesis of the moral and the beautiful by a deeper, unifying principle of value which covers them both and all other values as well. This is the universal axiom of all value whatever which is explained in depth in The Primary Axiom and the Life-value Compass.
2.4. Neoclassical Consumer Theory: Man as Pleasure Machine

It might be objected that the happiness concept of the good can itself be extended to non-moral values as a unifying principle without limit of validity. That is, it is arguable that aesthetic and other non-moral values can all be explained as species of the unifying value of happiness.

Consider, for example, market theory and practice which supposes pleasure maximization (consumerism) as the first principle of all value choice. In this globally dominant idea of the good, paying a price is *equated to* the happiness or utility received from it - the primary equation of “marginal utility theory”. Thus willingness-to-pay-the-price confers what value there is on anything and everything. This is the value doctrine of the global market.

2.4.1. Locking in Life-Blind Economics by Mathematical Formalism

Frances Edgeworth, a founder of neoclassical theory, explains in his pioneering work *Mathematical Psychics* (1881) the mechanics of this ruling paradigm in one concise sentence. “The conception of man as a pleasure machine”, he wrote, “may justify the employment of mechanical terms and mathematical reasoning in social science” (p.15). Edgeworth’s principle has since been the first major premise of method and value of modern economics

Although this mathematical mechanist version of the happiness-maximization principle is the theoretical core of neoclassical theory and contemporary economic policy, it is philosophically degenerate - a hyper-reductionist value theory which is ultimately life-blind. No other value but consumer pleasure as measured by price paid registers. Once locked into mathematical numbers and graphs without quality, such a value system can become socially disastrous as explained in other sections of this study.

2.5. Does the Value Maximize Happiness/Minimize Pain Have Unlimited Validity?

One need not be confined to the market-utility doctrine in considering the general value theory of maximization of happiness/minimization of pain. The scenic beauty of nature, for example, one could argue, is of aesthetic value because it produces happiness and reduces pain without any money price involved. One could say much the same of music. It is good as art so far as it releases its listeners into a state of spontaneous joy. One could also reason that love and friendship are of value insofar as they bring us happiness, and misery without them.

In this universal form, the maximize-happiness/minimize-pain principle seems to work across all regions of value. Can it be applied with unlimited validity to all value situations whatever? Certainly no other principle of value has been so enduring across East and West, ancient past and global present. From ancient Epicurean philosophy in Greek and Roman societies and the ageless Carvaka of the Indian subcontinent to the hedonist logic of neoclassical and neoliberal doctrine today, all posit pleasure as the ultimate good and pain as evil. Religions themselves, it could be argued, are all variations on the same theme - happiness/heaven conferred by God for our goodness, and pain/hell for our badness.
2.5.1. Sophisticated Utilitarianism versus Market Utilitarianism

There are differences to be sure even within the secular branches of this theory. Epicureanism and Millean utilitarianism, for example, are clear, as consumer hedonism is not, to count mental pleasure as of greater value than consumption pleasure on account of its capacity to increase pleasure through a lifetime. Under this explanation of happiness, thus, learning outperforms external entertainment for happiness gains. Perhaps no distinction is more important, but is lost within the dominant consumer ethic.

So why, given such explanatory power in its sophisticated versions, is more happiness/less pain not an ultimate and universal principle of value by which we can always live better?

2.6. The Unexplained Value: Good Pain

Consider great works of art whose composition is calculated to produce acute anguish in the viewer. One needs only to think of the grotesquely beautiful drawings of Goya, the terror-filled mural of Guernica by Picasso, the finalist pessimism of Thomas Hardy’s novels, to recognize the thinness of any pleasure account of artistic value.

Pleasure may be a typical effect of good art, but other moods it moves us to are perfectly compatible with art’s value. Indeed the value of the work may be inseparable from the fact that it makes us feel pain the more deeply we are impressed by it, as with all of the preceding examples.

2.6.1. Art as Liberation from Shallow Normalcy

Then too, theories of art like abstract expressionism and, of wholly different hue, the Hegelian Marxism of Herbert Marcuse (1898-1979), prize art because they claim by different arguments that it negates conventional or established lines of image and thought, liberating us into a more inclusive sensibility than experienced before.

Added pleasure quite misses the value of such horizon-expanding overthrows of what we are habituated to. Such negations of the given may in fact make us very uncomfortable or deeply unsettle us, but that does not take away from the value of the work. It may be its greatest value. Tolstoy’s complexly tragic novels, Marx’s excruciating imagery of denunciation, Orwell’s pessimism (T.S. Eliot would not publish his Animal Farm when editor with Faber and Faber) - all of these works are of aesthetic value in large part because of their breaking apart our comfort zones.

2.6.2. First Glimpse of the Value of All Values

The life-value onto-axiology, in contrast, finds the value of all art alike to be, more precisely, in direct proportion to its opening our senses or emotions to what has not been thought or felt before - rooting the worth of art in the new range of vital experience - thought and feeling - it arises. As long as the life ranges are more inclusive than before, they are better - whether by release from standard forms of representation, repression of erotic energy, or other confining normalcy.
Here we find our first full glimpse of the life-value theory as a comprehensive onto-axiology. The artist who succeeds in opening new fields of life experience in others by the art is not merely a pleasure maker. S/he is a creator of a new world which may be fashioned by tongues of fire or explosive visual forms. The test of value is certainly not happiness production.

2.6.3. Poignant Beauty

Those who respond - “but I am filled with the art’s beauty again and again in beholding it, how can one return to the painful?” - help us to recognize that “the opening of the doors of perception”, in William Blake’s words, can timelessly recur - even if unbearably poignant.

According to this logic of aesthetic value, in other words, the value of art cannot be explained by the ruling hedonic calculus. Insofar as intensely painful art can be the most moving, its value contradicts the happiness principle. That is, the opposite of pleasure may occur without diminishing the value of the art, but, on the contrary, constituting its value advance.

Happiness, in short, is only one sort of experience the value of the work of art consists in among other opposed possibilities - including anguish, awe, horror. One cannot call emotional anguish a pleasure unless the meanings of concepts are disregarded.
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